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Yes, I'm the fans of the Transformers series. It attracts me by its great produce and the plot. I love Optimus Prime in this film. It symbolizes
the strength and Justice. I also love Bumblebee, who is smart but plays an important role in the whole story. 
The forth installment of Transformers: Age of Extinction is a new movie released on June 27, 2014. As a loyal fan of Transformer, I never
miss it.

The new "Age of Extinction" was released only in IMAX and 3D. First of all, it gave me a great visual effect. Secondly, the plot is also attactive.
After the battle between the Autobots and Decepticons that leveled Chicago, humanity thinks that all alien robots are a threat. So Harold
Atinger establishes a unit whose sole purpose is to hunt down all of them. And the battle is continuing.

In this new installment of Transformers, the producers add many Chinese elements in this movie, like Faming in BeiJing, and many Chinese
Actors. This change made abundant harvest in Chinese file market. The box office reaches up to 6 billion RMB in the first two days.

Basic Information of "Transformer 4: Age of Extinction"

Directed by: Michael Bay
Produced by: Dolby Digital | Datasat | SDDS
Based on: Transformers by Hasbro
Starring: Mark Wahlberg, Stanley Tucci
Release date﴾s﴿: June 19, 2014 ﴾World Premiere﴿, June 27, 2014 ﴾United States﴿
Running time: 165 minutes
Country: United States, China
Language: English

The consumers' reviews collection of "The Lego Movie"

The Transformers series is not unfamiliar to its audiences. I think many people would watch the movie series from 1 to 4 installment like
me. This great movie also won a lot of reviews both positive and negative from the market.

"For those who really enjoy special effects and have enjoyed any of the previous Transformers films, I'd highly recommend watching this
one because I think it's one of the best out of all 4. For those who look deeply into the storyline and only care about great acting and
drama, I wouldn't bother purchasing a ticket because you won't find what you're looking for in this movie except 3 hours of non‐stop action
and CGI. For those who have never seen a Transformers film, I'd still recommend giving it a go because it's a new story with new
characters, and it's 3 hours of amazing special effects...so it's well worth the money to sit through the entire thing. " ‐ From imdb

"Worst of the transformers movies. Was okay until about a 3rd of the way through. Mark Wahlberg was better than Shia, but the movie
was bloated with too many similar scenes.
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Matt Smith is an amateur writer engaged in Tuneskit in 2013. He is a movie lover
who write a lot of movie reviews for many websites and blogs.
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Enough chase scenes and slow motion explosions for the whole of 2014. It would be nice to see some sort of characters developed for the
transformers. Because they are created as one dimensional punchlines there is no possibility to have any interesting story that involves the
transformers interacting with each other." ‐ reviewed by reddogninja on iTunes.

More Related Topic About "Transformers: Age of Extinction"

For people who want to watch the film at home, you can buy the digital version from iTunes or buy DVD version from Netflex. Here we
want to introduce an iTunes movie DRM Removal software for you to get rid off the iTunes DRM protection if you buy the movie from
iTunes movie store. TunesKit for Mac is a smart but professional iTunes DRM removal software which can crack the iTunes DRM directly
and convert iTunes DRM M4V to Universal MP4 format. Then you can watch the movie " Transformers 4" everywhere you want.
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